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Former FAA Executive Steve Douglas Joins CAVOK 

Dallas, Texas, July 13, 2015 -- CAVOK is pleased to announce that Steve Douglas has joined the firm 

as a vice president, effective July 13, 2015. He is based in Keller, Texas. 

With more than 38 years of experience in aviation, Steve brings a wealth of expertise to his new position.  

As a member of the CAVOK executive leadership team, he brings his deep regulatory and aircraft 

maintenance background to serve as a senior client advisor.  In addition, Steve will continue to be an 

active voice in the aircraft maintenance industry forums on today’s challenges facing both operators and 

MRO providers.     

Over the last 20 years, Steve has played roles of increasing importance and complexity at the FAA.  Most 

recently, he was the executive in charge of AFS-300, a division that oversees the development of all 

aircraft maintenance regulations and guidance.  He also served as the senior FAA representative at 

national, international, inter-governmental and government-industry meetings concerning cooperation and 

collaboration where matters of development and implementation of public rules and regulations are 

concerned.  His network of industry relationships is expansive and includes air carriers, MROs and 

foreign regulators, including EASA.   

“Steve brings a tremendous amount of practical industry experience and further reinforces CAVOK’s 

position as the industry’s premier technical advisory firm.  His reputation as a collaborative partner for the 

aviation industry is a perfect fit with our culture and his knowledge will be an invaluable resource for our 

clients,” says Greg Colgan, SVP and General Manager of CAVOK. 

Steve has been the recipient of multiple awards and certifications presented by the FAA and graduated 

from the USAF School of Applied Aerospace Sciences. 

CAVOK 

CAVOK, part of Oliver Wyman, is an aviation services and consulting firm with +130 professionals who 

support certification, safety and operational initiatives, MRO process improvement, and long-term 

engineering and technical support for airlines, OEMs, and MRO clients globally. We help clients adhere to 

the latest safety standards, manage regulatory requirements, and improve process design and efficiency 

to properly manage operational risk and enable significant economic benefit. www.cavokgroup.com  

Oliver Wyman 

With offices in 50+ cities across 26 countries, Oliver Wyman is a global leader in management consulting 
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that combines deep industry knowledge with specialized expertise in strategy, operations, risk 

management, and organization transformation. Oliver Wyman is a wholly owned subsidiary of Marsh & 

McLennan Companies [NYSE: MMC]. Follow Oliver Wyman on Twitter @OliverWyman. 
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